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Seksjon 1

1 OPPGAVE

EN-145 09/12-2015
Course code: EN-145
Course name: English Usage
Date: 9 December 2015
Duration: 4 hours (0900-1300)
Resources allowed: None.
Notes: Read the questions carefully and make sure that you answer all the questions and
everything that you are asked to answer. Explanations are only needed when specifically
requested. 
-----------------------------
Sometimes professors ask for exam answers that can be used for teaching purposes, but in order
for this to take place, the university needs your consent.
Do you grant the University of Agder permission to use your exam answer for teaching purposes?

Yes
No

2 OPPGAVE

1. Insert the correct word
1. Insert the correct word in this text. (10 points)
Far out in the uncharted backwaters  of the unfashionable end of the Western Spiral arm of the
Galaxy  lies  a small unregarded yellow sun.
Orbiting  it  at a distance of roughly ninety-eight  million miles is
an utterly  insignificant little blue-green planet whose  ape-descended life forms are so
amazingly  primitive that they still  think digital watches are a pretty neat idea.
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3 OPPGAVE

2a. Cohesive devices
2a. Cohesive devices. (10 points)
Put in appropriate cohesive devices to make this text flow well.
Emma and Anna are five years old. They  are best friends. They both  go to kindergarten.
Anna likes playing with dolls whereas  Emma likes playing with pearls. Tom is also  their
friend. He too  is in kindergarten. Tom is four years old and prefers playing with Lego. Every day
the three of them  play family in kindergarten. One day, however , they started

fighting because   Emma had hidden Tom's Lego. Even though  they usually played well
together, Anna had to mediate between Tom and Emma. Fortunately  it all ended well.

4 OPPGAVE

2b. Cohesive terms
2b. Choose which cohesive term best explains the preceding cohesive tie (in boldface) in
the following text. (5 points)
Even though Conjunct it cataphoric "it"  is necessary to get some sunlight, too much is
dangerous. This anaphoric  is because it referential "it"  can cause burns in your skin, too
early ageing of the skin, skin cancer and damage to the immune system ellipsis (after
"and") . 

5 OPPGAVE

3. Cloze test
3. Cloze test. (10 points)
Type in the correct verb or noun in their appropriate form in the empty boxes. 
Choose from these body part nouns and make them into verbs when necessary:
head, eye, shoulder, arm, elbow, hand, finger, back, leg, foot.

1. This will be expensive, but don't worry we'll handle  the bill.
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2. My best friend told me not to worry, as he would shoulder  the burden.

3. My boss asked me to head  the department for the next four years.

4. The young girl was legging  the big girls skipping paradise.

5. I was both eye  and ready when I went in to the cave to search for the bear.

6.  The first foot  of the journey was by ferry to Southampton.

7. She elbowed  her way into the department store on Black Friday.

8. I've got to arm  it to them; they really know how to play music. 

9. She never lifted a finger  around the house.

10.The evidence was backed  up by concrete findings and empiricism.
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6 OPPGAVE

4a. Text types and register
4a. Text types and register. (10 points)
Identify the text type of the following text. Include linguistic features to back up your claim.
It is quite acceptable to mention the same structure more than once. 
Example text:
Identify text types of the following texts. Include linguistic features to back up your claim. It is quite
acceptable to mention the same structure more than once. 
Example answer: 
"Identify [verb in the imperative] text types of the following texts. Include [verb in the
imperative] linguistic features to back up your claim. It is quite acceptable to mention the same
structure more than once.  
     This looks like a task given to students. It has [insert everything you can find here]. Finally, it
also has verbs in the imperative (identify, include). Therefore I think the text type is instruction."   
Here is the text you shall identify and explain:
There were never more global leaders under one roof than here in Paris at the global climate
negotiations on Monday. And they all talked about leadership, about fixing climate change, about
not leaving an uninhabitable planet for our children. Many spoke powerful words. The French
president, François Hollande, rightly called coal, oil and gas the energies of the past (he forgot
nuclear). And many talked about how renewables are the future. When Greenpeace started talking
about the “carbon budget” that humanity must not exceed, governments were still in denial about
the need to keep fossil fuels in the ground. This year Barack Obama justified rejecting the
Keystone XL pipeline with the fact that we cannot burn all fossil fuels we’ve already found, let
alone new sources.

Write your answer here. You can use bullet points for a clearer structure.

BESVARELSE

There were never more global leaders under one roof [informal language, a metaphor] than here in Paris
at the global climate negotiations on Monday [exact place and time are presented]. And they all
[anaphoric reference to global leaders] talked about leadership, about fixing climate change, about not

leaving an uninhabitable planet for our children. Many spoke powerful words [emotive language]. The

French president, Francois Hollande, rightly called coal, oil and gas the energies of the past (he forgot
nuclear) [elipsis and a personal remark from the author]. And [the sentence starts with a conjunction]
many talked about how renewables [elipsis, instead of using the whole phrase renewable sources the
author simplifies it and makes it less formal] are the future. (...)
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This text can be an extract from a report of a meeting. It involves the prerequisites of this type of text, and

those are exact time and place, purpose of the event (global climate negotiations). Additionally, we can

see a clear order of happenings and identify those who took part. However, register of the text is quite low

(informal metaphors, personal remark in brackets, sentences starting with conjunctions, emotive
language) and the sentences are not nominalized so I think this is an example of a report in a verbal
informal style.
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7 OPPGAVE

4b. Text types and register
4b. Text types and register. (10 points)
Identify the text type of the following text. Include linguistic features to back up your claim.
It is quite acceptable to mention the same structure more than once. 
Fall outfits for me are always dominated by earth tones. Perhaps it's a bit cliche, but it feels so
natural in the season to be wearing loads of jewel tones and since I usually take pictures outside in
nature--it fits the scene. Sometimes I'll even want to wear more pastels or other colors, but think
"this doesn't really make sense with the way it looks outside right now." But today I'm getting out of
my own way when it comes to wearing colors and throwing on some pastels that have been
languishing in my closet for too long! This wouldn't look out of place in the spring or summer, but
with my big pink coat on top I get to wear some pretty pastels and still be cozy. Win-win.

Write your answer here. You can use bullet points for a clearer structure.

BESVARELSE

Fall outfits for me [personal pronoun identifying the author] are always dominated by earth tones.

Perhaps it's [contraction] a bit cliche [informal language], but it feels so natural [emotive language] in
the season [hypernym for fall] to be wearing loads of [informal vocabulary choice] jewel tones and

since I usually take pictures [direct speech] outside (...) but think [ellipsis before think] "this doesn't
really make sense with the way it looks outside right now" [reporting clause]. But [starting the
sentence with a conjunction] today I'm getting out of my own way when it comes to wearing colors and

throwing on [informal phrasal verb] some pastels [ellipsis of substitution to pastel colors] that have

been languishing in my closet for too long! [exclamation] (...) Win-win [informal expression]
The text involves many traits which are typical for personal style (personal pronouns identifying the
author, direct speech) and its emotive character (exclamation mark and emotive so that strenghtens the
following adverb). The lexicon here is rather informal (win-win, loads of, a bit) and sentences starting
with conjunctions shows the same in grammatical structure.

Lacking an obvious referent, the text cannot be identified as an example of description. However, with its

character and the traits I mentioned above the text can serve as an extract from diary, online or personal.

This remark makes me identify the text as narration.
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8 OPPGAVE

4c. Text types and register
4c. Text types and register. (10 points)
Identify the text type of the following text. Include linguistic features to back up your claim.
It is quite acceptable to mention the same structure more than once. 
The trends that we see both in official guidelines and school practices demonstrate a shift towards
formative assessment strategies with an emphasis on feed-forward comments to the students.
How this is carried out in schools varies, and the material in this study shows signs of changing
evaluation practices in English instruction. One of the changes is an increased tendency to use
process-oriented approaches to feedback, in which the students work through a draft several times
before handing in a final product. Much of what is commented on in the feedback focuses on how
ideas are organised and how the text is structured. Though process writing is a familiar concept
from first language writing instruction, the specific focus on genre requirements in the feedback
process makes this a somewhat different type of process-writing, similar to what we find in the
genre-pedagogy tradition developed in Australia. 

Write your answer here. You can use bullet points for a clearer structure.

BESVARELSE

The trends that we see [use of Present Simple tense] both in official guidelines and school practices

demonstrate a shift towards formative assessment strategies [specific vocabulary] with an emphasis on

feed-forward comments to the students. [end-focus principle in the sentence] How this [an anaphoric
reference to the whole previous sentence] is carried out [impersonal style] in schools varies(...) One of
the changes [conjuct] in an increased tendency to use process-oriented approaches to feedback
[nominalization and specific vocabulary], in which the students work through a draft several times before

handing in a final product [nominalization]. Much of what is commented on in the feedback
[impersonal style] focuses on how ideas are organised and how the text is structured. Though process

writing is a familiar concept from first language writing instruction, the specific focus on genre requirements in

the feedback process makes this a somewhat different type of process-wrting, similar to what we find in the

genre-pedagogy tradition developed in Australia .

The text involves numerous examples of nominalization and specific vocabulary, which are the typical

traits of formal style. Many sentences are formed by impersonal structures, and by that the distance

between the author and the reader is quite significant. It is easy to identify a referent by following anaphoric
references. Even the terminology can seem difficult to comprehend, the end-focus principle makes it easier

to follow. I think this text is an explanation.
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9 OPPGAVE

5a. Identify and explain the mistakes
5a. Identify and explain the mistakes. (10 points)
Each of the following sentences has TWO mistakes. These mistakes may deal
with cohesion, punctuation, spelling and grammar. Correct each mistake and explain the
nature of each mistake using linguistic terminology where appropriate. 
Example task:
1. Not even once I did realise that English could be so difficultly. 
Example answer:
1. Not even once did I [word order should be inverted after a negative introductory element
like "not even"] realise that English could be so difficult [adjective instead of adverb because it
describes the noun "English"]
The following are the sentences to correct and explain:
1. Walking across the bridge, a bus suddenly approached and honked its horn.
2. There is still many people which think that it is okay not to use indicators while driving.
3. We should all look out for eachother, the world is becoming scarier and scarier.
4. All this people were explicit told by me to read as much as possible for the exam.
5. Eventhough an exam can be a daunting challenge, you can also learn a lot from them.

For each sentence include the whole sentence as it should read in its corrected version. Using
bold print please highlight the words that were corrected followed by an explanation for each
correction. (See the example answer above.)

BESVARELSE

1. While I was walking across the bridge [we need a proper subject here in order to get rid of a dangling

modifier], a bus suddenly approached and honked its horn.

2. There are [the rule of concord in this example is that the following subject goes with a plural verb] still

many people who [personal pronoun should be used in this defining clause since it refers back to people]

think that it is okay not to use indicators while driving.

3. We should all look after [wrong phrasal verb] each other [written as two words], the world is

becoming scarier nd scarier

4. All these [plural determiner while refering to people] were explicitly [adverb instead of adjective since it

describes the verb told] told by me to read as much as possible for the exam.

5. Even though [should be written as two words] an exam can be a daunting challenge, you can also learn a

lot from it [singular anaphorical it, because it points back to an exam].
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10 OPPGAVE

5b. Identify and explain the mistakes
5b. Identify and explain the mistakes. (10 points)
Each of the following sentences has two mistakes. These mistakes may deal with cohesion,
punctuation, spelling and grammar. Correct each mistake and explain the nature of each mistake
using linguistic terminology where appropriate. 
The following are the sentences to correct and explain:
6. Never have I seen nothing so beautiful in my life before.
7. Everybody who are studying English, should immerse themself in the language. 
8. The plan worked like a clockwork, despite of being made in haste.
9. An uncle bereaved two million dollars to his 12 year old niece.
10. The tea was really powerful and the biscuits tasted strangely.

For each sentence include the whole sentence as it should read in its corrected version. Using
bold print please highlight the words that were corrected followed by an explanation for each
correction.

BESVARELSE

6. Never in my life [the whole temporal phrase should be initial, also before is not needed] have I seen

anything [we should avoid double negation, there is already a negative element never] so beautiful.

7. Everybody who is [concord requires a singular verb after everybody] studying English should improve
their language [wrong word choice]

8. The plan worked like a clock [wrong word choice], despite of being made in  a rush [wrong word choice].

9. An uncle bereaved two million dollard to his 12-year-old [we use hyphen if the phrase describing age is

used as an adjective] niece.

10.The tea was empowering [wrong affixation] really and the biscuits tasted strange [sense verbs like

taste have similar meanings to is so they require an adjective form of the following word]
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11 OPPGAVE

6. Improve the text
6. Improve the text (15 points)
Improve the text below by copying it into the box below and changing whatever you would
like to change. There is no need to explain your choices or changes.
The relationship between the form of a sentence and it's meaning, is fundamentally in linguistics.
Some linguists might possible claim that wherever there is differences in in form, however,
negligible, there are also a difference in meaning. Moreover, we need to exploit these two
differences in details.
Less people associates the term sentence with orally language and more people associates the
term sentence with written language. If pressed for clarification, the sentence can be defined as
the stretch between two full stops. This stretch, nevertheless may well be consisting of several
discreet types of sentences, simple sentences, compound sentences and complex sentences. The
spoken equilibrium to a sentence, is a utterance. A term which takes us into pragmatics. Not only
contain linguistics both the meaning and form of sentences, but also how they are used and what
purpose they serve.
Singel lexical words have a meaning out of context that we look up in a dictionary or some times in
a encyclopaedia. Much of the words have more then one sense, so we must always beware of the
hidden and sometimes un-known meanings of words. It is definately not easy for the teacher to
learn anyone all these meanings, pupils have to learn them themself. For many this can be a big
challenge.

Copy the text into the box below and put your corrections and improvement in boldface. (Whatever
you decide to delete can be put in brackets.)

BESVARELSE

The relationship between the form of a sentence and it's meaning(,) is fundamental in lunguistics. Some

linguists might possibly claim that even though there are differences (in) in form (, however, negligible),

there are also (a) those in meaning. Therefore, we need to examine these two (differences) in detail.

There are fewer people that associate the term "sentence" with oral language than with written
language. In order to present a clarification, we can define a sentence as a stretch between two full

stops. This stretch, however, may (well) consist of several different types of sentences: simple (sentences),

compound (sentences) and complex sentences. The spoken equivalent of a sentence(,) is an utterance, a
term which takes us into pragmatics. Not only comprises linguistics both with the meaning and form of

sentences, but also with how they are used and what purposes they serve.

Single lexical words have meanings out of context. (that) We have to look it up in a dictionary or

sometimes in an encyclopaedia. Many (of the) words have more than one meaning, so we must always be
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aware of (the) hidden and sometimes unknown meanings of words. It is definitely not easy (for the teacher)

to teach anyone all (these) meanings. Pupils themselves have to learn them (themself), which can be a big
challenge for many..
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